and Tf = g. The following question was then posed: if T is extreme, must there always exist a functionf, other than constants, for which f and Tf are equimeasurable? That is, if T is fixed and f varies over all non-constant functions, will Tf ever be extreme in the related S(f )? In [25] , it was shown that for Tf to be equimeasurable to A the operator T must map the characteristic function of (x: f(x) > u} to the characteristic function of {s: Tf (s) > a ). The problem now becomes:
Determine whether or not every extreme doubly stochastic operator maps some non-trivial characteristic function to a characteristic function.
The original problem was posed in [28] , where it was shown that for any given extreme operator T there exists a set B of positive measure for which m (x: Txe(x) = 1 > > 0. The most notable progress toward a solution of the problem was made by Ryff in [22] . In this excellent paper Ryff suggests a possible construction to show that operators do exist which are extreme and for which Txs is not a characteristic function for any B, 0 < m(B) < 1. Basically, the idea is to choose measure preserving functions 4 and I/ of [0, l] onto [0, 1 ] and a correct measurable function f, 0 6 f(s) 6 1, so that the desired operator is
(1)
Such "random" convex combinations have also been studied in [7, 17, 27, 311 . Although conditions are suggested in [22] which might produce such an operator, the question remained unsolved. It is the purpose of this paper to solve the problem by constructing a set of operators which are extreme doubly stochastic operators and which carry no characteristic function to a characteristic function.
A CONSTRUCTION OF SOME DOUBLY STOCHASTIC OPERATORS
We shall use techniques introduced in [15] and [27] to construct an operator which has a form similar to the operators (1) suggested by Ryff, which is extreme and which carries no characteristic function to a characteristic function. To this end, let 4 be a Lebesgue measure preserving transformation of [0, +] to [0, $1. Consider linear operators on L'(X, m) defined by
These operators may or may not be doubly stochastic. The attempts to construct new doubly stochastic operators are legion and the difficulty legend. Our first result is to characterize which Q andf combinations make the operators, of the form (2) We may now conclude that fm(&'A) = fm(A) or that q4 is .fm-measure preserving.
Conversely, assume 0 6 f(x) < 1 and that fm(d ~ 'A) = fm( A ) for all measurable subsets of [0, i]. We need to show that T defined by (2) has the three properties of a doubly stochastic operator. Since 0 6 f(x) < 1, Tg(.u) 3 0 whenever g(.u) 2 0. Also, Tl = 1 is obvious for every T defined by (2 ) 
Similarly, for A c [+, 11, we have
An interesting note is that if we are given q5 which is m-measure preserving on [0, 41, there may be many different f which will produce a T in M. Proof: Recall that a subset of a convex set is extremal by definition if given Tin the set and T= tT, + (1 -f2) T,, t E (0, I), then T, and T2 are in the subset. So for T1.~ K(d) assume that c{= tT, + (1 -t) T,. We wish to show that T, and T, are in K(d). Recall TixA(s) = Pi(x, A) is a Markov transition function [18] , and Pi(.u, .) is absolutely continuous to P(x, .) associated with T,. Furthermore, P(x, . ) is atomic with point mass at b(x) and x + 4 for x E [0, 41 and at x -t and x for x E (i, 11. Thus Pj(x, . ) are both atomic with no more points of mass than P(x, .). 
EXTREME OPERATORS AND THE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
We characterize the extreme points for certain K(d) and show that any such extreme doubly stochastic operator carries no non-trivial characteristic function to a characteristic function. So f(g,+t>)= 1 (.fm-ti:).
Then Thus, (g, > 0) has positive fm-measure for some a > 1.
We claim &'jg, >a) = (g, >a) and ess sup(g,,uj f(x)< 1. First observe that since 4 is both fm-measure preserving and m-measure preserving, we have
for all measurable B c [0, $1. Hence, f(q5(x)) = f(x). Furthermore, 4 is f, mand fZm-measure preserving, so f,(4(x)) = f,(x).
Finally, g,(&x))
Consequently, g,($(x)) = g,(x). This all implies that {x: g,(x) > u} = {x: g,(qqx)) >a) =(L-'{x: g,(x)>u} (fm-a.e.).
We have, for x in (g, >a}, 4f(x)<g,(~)f(~)=f,(.~)~ 1 soJ'(x)< l/a< 1 on {g,>ai.
As our final result before producing the solution to the problem we show how one may construct a large class of extreme doubly stochastic operators. 
